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Praise for I am Hava
“Benjamin’s lovingly rendered illustrations move and dance
across the pages with the music.”
–Kirkus- Starred Review

Story Summary
I am Hava is the story of Hava Nagila told from the perspective of
the song herself, known simply as Hava.
Hava explains that her mitzvah (commandment) is spreading joy.
Renowned Indian-American Jewish artist, Siona Benjamin,
personifies Hava as a young, blue Indian Jewish girl in a sari.
Hava begins her story as a niggun (wordless melody) in Ukraine.
Then when danger comes, she travels by ship to the Jewish
people’s ancient homeland.
All the time, the melody is searching and hoping for her words.
When would she
find them?
Hava sings her wish
to the cracks in the
Kotel (the Western
Wall in Jerusalem).
Finally, her prayers
are answered.
Abraham Zvi
Idelson, a
musicologist,
discovers her melody and is dazzled by her joyous tune. She
becomes Hava Nagila meaning “Come and Rejoice”.
Hava helps the Israeli pioneers celebrate, and soon she is paired
with Hora, a joyous dance. Hava and Hora dance across the ocean
together.
The song spreads to people and places throughout the world,
helping to fulfill Hava’s mitzvah. She is joy!

About the Author
Freda Lewkowicz was born in Montreal,
Quebec where her parents, both
Holocaust survivors, settled after the
war. She is the author of School Selfies:
Teachers, Parents, Students and
Bandwagons and Oliver Soliver
illustrated by Felipe Huarnez. A
graduate of Concordia and McGill
universities, she lives in Cote St. Luc,
Quebec with her husband. To learn more about Freda, please
visit fredalewkowicz.com.
About the Illustrator
Growing up as a Bene Israel Jew in
multicultural India, Siona Benjamin
read Disney comics, Enid Blyton
children’s novels, and Amar Chitra
comic books about Indian mythology. In
her paintings, Siona combines the
imagery of her past with the role she
plays in America today, making a
mosaic inspired by both Indian miniature paintings and
transcultural mythology. Siona is a two-time Fulbright
fellowship winner and has two MFA degrees in painting and
theater set design. Her work has been featured in publications
including The New York Times, The Chicago Tribune, The
Financial Times, The Boston Globe, The Times of India,
ArtNews, and The Jerusalem Post.
Today Siona lives in New Jersey, and her work has been
exhibited in galleries and museums in India, the US, and
Israel. She is the subject of a documentary titled Blue Like
Me and a book titled Growing Up Jewish in India: From the
Bene Israel to the Art of Siona Benjamin. You can learn
more about Siona and her art at www.artsiona.com

Prior to Reading (help to activate students’ prior knowledge):
Ask students:
When do you feel joyful?
What kinds of things make you feel joy?
Discuss how music can help you feel joy.
Listen to Hava Nagila.

Possible Post-Reading Activities:
LITERATURE / PERSONIFICATION
PERSONIFICATION
Explain how personification is when a writer takes something nonhuman (like a song) and brings it to life by giving it human
qualities.
Examine the book with your students to see how Freda Lewkowicz
has done this with the song of Hava Nagila.
Examine how Siona Benjamin, the illustration, has extended this
personification with her visual representation of Hava as a blue
young girl in a tallit (prayer shawl) and a sari.

WRITING:
As a class, in pairs or as individuals:
• Write your own story or poem that uses personification.
• What can you personify?
• Could you personify another song? A Jewish song?
• What personality and wishes would that new song have?
MUSIC:
Listening to Hava Nagila is wonderful and joyous… and really
helps young readers understand this story.
Here is a list from the JewishStandard with some great Hava
Nagila versions you’ve likely never heard:
https://jewishstandard.timesofisrael.com/10-insanely-good-havanagila-versions-youve-never-heard/
Also, be sure to look closely at the musical notes in Siona
Benjamin’s artwork. You can play those notes in order and
realize that they play Hava nagila, measure by measure, from the
beginning to the end of the book.

DANCE:
The Hora is the traditional dance to go with Hava Nagila and
getting in a circle and dancing the hora with your class to Hava
Nagila can really help bring the joy of the song to life.
Here is a fun video from BimBam about how to dance the Hora:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGTho2a9t9k&ab_channel=Bi
mBam

ART:
Explore the multicultural art of renowned Indian-American Jewish
artist, Siona Benjamin, the illustrator of I am Hava. You can learn
more about Siona and her art by:
• watching this video about Siona’s thoughts on creating I am
Hava—“Siona Paints Hava”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFNJvdbiTHI&ab_chan
nel=IntergalacticAfikoman
• watching the documentary, Blue Like Me (available on
Amazon Prime)
• read Siona’s advice to young artists in the Art and Painting
chapter of DIJ – Do It Jewish: Use Your Jewish Creativity!
by Barbara Bietz.

HISTORY:
I AM HAVA TIMELINE
1800s-

Hava Nagila began as a Hasidic niggun, a wordless melody, in Sadagora,
Ukraine. It originated in the Hasidic court of Rabbi Yisroel Friedman who
urged his followers to seek joy even though life was difficult. One
hardship for Sadagora Jews at the time was the mandatory conscription of
Jewish boys into the Russian army.

July 14, 1882-Abraham Zvi Idelsohn was born in Latvia. He first became a cantor and
later a musicologist. Famous for his research of Jewish music around the
world, he is known as the father of Jewish musicology.
Early 1900s- Fleeing pogroms in the Pale of Settlement, territory within the Russian
Empire where Jewish people were permitted to live, the Hasidim from
Sadagora arrived in Jerusalem. They brought the niggun with them.
1905- 1906-

Idelsohn moved to Jerusalem after having worked in synagogues in both
Germany and South Africa. He began teaching and collecting Jewish
music at this time.

1915-

Idelsohn met the Sadagora Hasidim in Jerusalem and heard their
niggun. He loved the melody and quickly transcribed it into his
collection.

1918-

Idelson composed the lyrics for Hava Nagila, meaning Let Us Rejoice. He
was inspired by Psalm 118-24. Ze ha’yom asah Adonai, nagila
v’nismecha bo. (This is the day the Lord has made, we will rejoice and be
glad in it).

1918-

Hava Nagila was first performed to celebrate the British conquest of
Jerusalem from the Turks and the Balfour Declaration on November
2,1917. The Balfour Declaration announced Britain’s support for a
homeland for the Jewish people in Palestine. Hava Nagila swept through
the land and became one of the first Israeli(Hebrew) folk songs.

1922-

The first recording of Hava Nagila, arranged by Idelsohn, occured in
Germany by Polyphone records. It was sung by a mixed choir and was
Part of a series of 16 Hebrew Palestinian folk songs.

1924-

The Hora was first performed in Palestine around this time. It was a
traditional circle dance from Romania brought to Palestine by Romanian

Jews. The early Zionist pioneers enthusiastically adopted and
partnered it with Hava Nagila.
1930s-

Hava Nagila, reached North America. It first became popular in Zionist
youth circles and summer camps.

1940s-

Hava Nagila became popular at bar and bat mitzvahs, weddings and
other simchas (joyous events or celebrations) in North America.

1945-1952-

Twenty-eight D.P camps were set up in Germany( Displaced Persons’
Camps) after the war. Other D.P. camps were established in Italy and
Austria. The DP camps protected the survivors of the Holocaust and
helped them rebuild their stolen lives.

May 14,1948- The state of Israel was proclaimed with David Ben-Gurion as the first
Israeli Prime Minister. Hava Nagila swept through the land becoming
synonymous with the passion, joy and hard work of building a Jewish
homeland.
1959-

Harry Belafonte recorded Hava Nagila for his album Belafonte at
Carnegie Hall.

1960sThere is controversy surrounding the true lyricist of Hava Nagila. Who
really wrote it? Was it Abraham Idelsohn or his student, Moshe Nathanson? Some say
that Idelsohn wrote the lyrics. Others say that the genesis is Nathanson, writing the lyrics
a part of a contest at Lemel School in Jerusalem when he was 12 years old. Even after a
court battle in Tel Aviv between the descendants of Nathanson and Idelsohn over song
royalties, the source of Hava Nagila still remains a mystery.
1962-1963-

Lena Horne sang her civil rights anthem "Now," to the tune of Hava
Nagila.

2012-

Aly Raisman won gold at the London 2012 Summer Olympics
performing her floor routine to Hava Nagila.

2012-

Hava Nagila; The Movie, a documentary by Roberta Grossman, was
released.

